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1 Answer any five questions from the following : 2x5=10
a Define CAM.
b Differentiate between DRAM and SRAM.

c What is auxiliary memory?
d What do you mean by sequefliial access memory? "

e Define cycie time of the CPU and memory cycle time.
f What is bidirectional shift registers?
g What are MIMD comDuters-l

2 Answer any three questions from the following : 4x3=L2
a What do you mean by circular shift and arithmetic

sh ift ?

b Discuss briefly about the typica! registers found in
most computers.

c Discuss briefly the different types of interconnection
networks.

d Write briefly about the possible techniques for
resolving hazards in pipe lining.

e What do yo! mean by memory mapped l/O and
isolated l/o?

3 Answer any three quesiions from the following : 5x3=18

a What do you mean by lnput/Cutput interupts? What
are the causes and benef-rts of lnpuiloutgui interrupt?

b Briefly expiain the memory hierarchy system.
c Discuss briefly the page replacement algclrithm FIFO

and LRll.

d What are different addressing modes avaii:rble?

. XX.I

Explain briefly.
' e Distinguish between the dingle bus muhiprocessor

organization and multi bus muitiF.rocessor
organisation.

4 Answer any four questions from the following : l-Cx4=40

a What do you mean by cache memory? what are the
different mapping process dsed to transform data from
main memory to the cache memory

b what are DMA and DMA ccntroller? What are the
steps involved in transferring data through DMAC?

c What do you mean by RISC? 6ive the characteristics of .

R!SC. Give the differences between the RISC and CISC.

d Discuss briefly with biock diaBram the Fiying

Classifl cation of parallel com puters-

e What cjo you mean by array processor? V'1hal are its

different types. Discuss briefly.
f . Write short notes on (any two)

(i) storage device

{ii) Associative Memory
(iii) Universal Serial Bus
(iv) lmpact printing and non irnpact printing.
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